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1. INTRODUCTION
This paper is pari of the thesis submitted by the writer to Johns Hopkins University for
the degree of doctor of philosophy. The Clommitt.ee on Aerodynamics has appro~ed its publi-
cation as a techniwd report of the 7NTationalAdvisory Committee for Aeronautics.
.tkerodyuamics is largely an experirnent+d science, but certain of its problems have been
brought within tie scope of mathematical analysis. This is especially true with regard to wing
pro fles, airship bodies, znd lifting surfaces. The most fruitfuI method for the mathematical
investigation of Lft&w surfaces is the airfofl theory ori=tiated by Pramdtl 1 and Munk z and
extended in various directions by them and others, part.icularly Lieutenant Betz.3 The present
paper is concerned for the most part with the application of the airfoiI and twisted wing theory
to the caIctiation of the lift and rolling moment of airpkne wings. Most of the results arrived
at are strictly true only for *S of elliptic plan form. we follow@ investigation aims to
give some indications of the aw-u.-ac~ with which the results cart be applied to the wing forms in
actual use.
On account of the importance of LMunk’s twisted iving theory, it has been thought worth
whale to give an outLi~e of ii before applying the method to the problems treated.
ASSUMPTIONS, DEFINITIONS, AND FUNDAMENTAL FORMULAS
In this paper the air wHI be considered as a frictionless, incompressible fiuid of constant
density.
The velocity of flight relative LOthe undisturbed air fl be assumed constant in raa=titude
and direction. It will be denoted by F, and for convenience supposed to be horizonkI.
Since it is frequently necessary to replace sines and tangents by their arcs in the applica-
tions of the airfoil theory, it is useless to attempt more than three-figure accuracy in numerical
results. All numerical results will therefore be given to only three significant figures.
The aspect ratio of a wing is detied as the ratio of the span to the average chord. Denoting
aspect ratio by a, we have
p~ 21 4P
a= —. —
stverage chord= area area
~1
Hence, ,
81
a= -~ for an elIipt.ic wing
= ~ for a rectanggar wing,
*
where 21=Iength of wing, and
.
CO=mtium chord of the TX@
1L., Pmndtl: “ Tragtli3ge1t’mw-ie”I and II Miiteilung. Nachriehten ‘io~ der Ksf. Geselkahaftder Wffm@mften. Math. Phys. K&+?.
G6ttii@n, 191S,1919.
zM Mrmk: “ Beitrag mr A.er@mamik der FIugze@ragorgane .>> Tecbrdscha Berkhte der Flugzengmeisterei, Bd. II, 1918. “Eoperi-
metrisehe .4ufgaben aus der Tlmrie des FTuges.” Di.swtation, G6ttfngen, 1919. TnWated into Engliih as ‘<The Minimum Indmed Drag of
Air fofIa,” Wr@hk@on, 1921. B-. A. C. A. Teehniml Report N-o. IX. “The TwMed Wing with Elliptic Pkm Fcmn?’ TechniealNote No. 109.
lf~tionol AdvLwry Committee for Aeronautics, Washington, 1922. - G~e~aJ Theo~ of Tti Wig S@2ti0nS,~’~-?kiOIKdAd- COILIDlittWf~
.4eromuties Teehnfeal Report N’o. 1*42,1922
3A. Betz: “ BeitrZge mmTragtligeltheorie tit besonderer Berikksiehtigung des einfachen R@teckigen FKigels” Dkrtation, 06ttiigen, 1919
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In order to simplify the analytical treatment, the aspect-ratio is always assumed to be large,
so that the wing is replaced by a “lifting line.” The “ dowpwash speed” at a point z of the lift-
ing line is the mean velocity component of the air flow in the vicinity of the point x, at right angles
to the velocity of flight,, taken, say, along a small circle around the lifting line as asis. Its
magnitude can be computed from the distribution of the vortices running off from the trailing
(rear) edge of the wing and is given by the formula 4
-!-1
1
J
dr’ (lx
‘“G __.. -.-------.--.----__------_---(l)dxx’–x
–1
where w denotes the magnitude of the down-wash speed and r is the circulation around the wing
at the point x = d.
The lift is the component of the air force at right angles to the velocity of flight. The entire
lift of the wing is denoted by-L. l
The density of lift, or intensity of the lift, is the lift per unit length of wing. It will be denoted
: by L’, and its value is ‘~. The relation between density of lift and circulation around the
wing segment at all points is given by the formula 5
Lr=~=pV”I’,
where P is the density of the air and V is the ve~ocity of flight. In general the circulation is
variable along the span of the wing and drops to zero at its ends. Hence I’ is a function ofs and
furthermore one which we may differentiate with respect to x. Taking the derivative of L’
with respect LOz, we get
dL’ CDI dr I dL’~=pv~-p ‘r%=YVZ
Substituting this value of ~ in the formula (1) for downwash speed w, we get-
1–s–‘~ dL’- (ix‘=47rpv–1 dx x’– x ------ ”-------------- ”-””--” (2)
In an infinitely long wing (with al~ cross sections equal and parallel) the density of lift is
dL’
constant along the wi~g and the circulation is the same at all points.
‘ence TX-=0’ and w= 0
by Equation (2). We thus see that the down-wash speed is zero for an infinite, cylindrical wing,
The geometric angle of attack at any point along the wing span is the acute angle which the
chord of the wing at that point makes with the direction of flight-relative to the undisturbed air.
It will be denoted by a~ and is usually variable along the span.
The induced anjle of attack at any point is the mean angle through which the air at that
point is deflected downward. Its value is arc tan $ and it will be denoted by a~. We usually
write
w
q=-, ---- -- .- . . .- . . .- .-- . . . . . .= --------T - (3)
The efective angle of attack a, at any point is the acute angle which a line fixed with respect
to the section at that point makes with the resultant current of undisturbed air. The direc~ion of
this line is so chosen as to give zero lift at the angle of attack zero, Iri the ease of an infinitely
long cylindrical wing, it is the same as the geometric angle of attack. For a wing of finite length
its value is
a*=ag–a{---___--------__- ----._---__.-_.__(4)
~ Prandtl, Applications of Modern Hydrodynamics to Aeronautics, N. A. C!. A. Technical Report No. 116,p. 37, 1921
r Prandtl, Applications of Modern Hydrodynamics to Aeronautics, p. 49.
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The drag acting on a wing se=gment is the component of the air force acting on the segment
para.Hel to the direction of motion. It is generally a function of z and the whole drag of the
entire wing wiIl be denoted by L?. The &rag which is considered in the airfoil theory can be
computed by first computing the downwash speed u.
Since the air force on a wing segment k always directed at-right angles to the relative motion
between the segment and the air, it is not directed at right angles to the direction of motion but
inctined toward it by the angle ~7, thus having a horizontal component..~ EIence the relatio~
between lift and drag is given by the formula
D=; L.--.-------.------..---------.---.--(5)
.- —-
L
0+
G: v-.
Direci70n of f}igh+
[>
t
I
In II
—-.—.——.—.
FIG. 1
The reIations between the lift and drag and the three angles of attack are il.lust.rat-ed by
Figure 1.
The relation between density of lift L’ and wing form c is given by the formula
L’=2wae qc---------- _-----------..----.-..--(6)
where c is the length of the chord at the point considered, ae is the effeciive angle of attack at
.,
that point counted from the angIe of zero J-ift, and q is the dynamic pressure= ~ pP.
We can derive formula (6) as follows:
L’=p Fr
Prandtl writes 7
r = VC(C1ae +- c;}
and states 7 that c1= T. Substituting this in the formula L’ =P V17,we get
L’= pV2C(mY,+-Cz)
Defl.nhg a. so that L’ = O when E. = 0, ve gek c, = O and then
The contribu~ion to the rolihhg moment at any point along the -wing is the moment of the
: utensity of lift (at that point) about the longitudinal axis of the wing. Denoting it by M, we
have for the whole wing
~Prandtl, AppIicatiom “of Modern Hydrodynamr ‘es to Aeronautics, N. .4. C. A. Report No. 115, 192.1,p. 35.
z Prandt~ N-. A. C. A. Report No. 116,p. 41, 1S21.
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2. THEORY OF THE TWISTED ELLIPTIC WING
By a twisted wing is meant a warped wing or one in which the geometric angle of attack
varies from point to point-along the span.
Since all vortices created by the motion of the lifting line are concentrated in a surface
approximately plane and since these vortices are approximately straight and parallel to the
motion, the componenfis of the air flow in a vertical plane through the lifting line can be assumed
to be a two-dimensional potential flow, with all singularities at the points of the lifting line.
The velocity of dowmvash is therefore derivable from a velocity potential, and hence the method
of the theory of functions of a complex variable are applicable. These facts, together with an
important theorem (stated later on p!36) connecting lift and velocity-potential, led Mud 8 to
write the complex function
2F=FD-. ----------.----------------..----.(7)
(z Y“-(fv-----------------------F,= P+@=i B.Vl ~+i
where n denotes any positive integer, B= a dimensionless constant, T7the velocity of flight, and z
the complex number ~+ iy. The s-axis is taken along the wing length, the y-axis is vertical,
and the length of the wing is taken as 21. The wing tips are therefore the points z= + L
It is to be observed thati at all points except 2 = + Z, ~, is a double-valued function of z,
each value being a single-valued analytic function of z.
The substitution
Z=lcos d-------------------- --.---..-.-..-.(9)
makes equation (8) assume the more convenient form
F’D=iBnTu (Cos 6’ * ;Stio)’-- . . . ..- . . ..--... - . . . . ..k(lo)
The two values of F’ are therefore
F’=P1+@, =iBT’l (COS 6+iSiIl@”=i~~t (COS @+ishn@)...-...------(loa)
F“=@,+i I#,=i BVl (+COS @–’i SiIl@n=’i~~i (COS ?16-’i stin~).-.-----.--(lot)
0 is real at points along the axis of reals between ‘– Z and 1, that is, along the wing, and
these are the only points in which we are interested. Hence the twb values of F along the
wing are
F,= p, -I-i~l =iB T7 (COSMI+i sin no)
and
F,= p,+i~, =@VZ (COSn@–i sin M)
These equations show that F is discontinuous along the wing and that the amount of the
discontinuity is
yZ–~l=2BVlsinn8- ----- .--.. -.. -.-... -... ----(11)
The density of lift can no-iv be found by means of the following theorem due to Dr. Ikf.unk.’
The density of liftperpendicular to the lifting Tinei; proportional to the discontinuity of tfle
velocity-potential and has the value
L’= 2Pv (p,–$91)
where p denotes velocity-potential and pz– PI is the difference of velocity-potential on opposite
sides of the wing. Hence the density of lift is here
L'=4pBV'l shn@=8B~l sinn@. ------- .----------- .--. -(l2}
where
~Max M. Munk, “Elements of the Wing Section Theory and Wing Theory.” Tech&al Report No. 191,N. A. C. .4., 1524.
9,, Tbe Minimum lndueed Drag OfAerOfOfls.*> Technical Repwt h’o. 121,p. 14, N. A. C. .4., 1921,
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For the points along the wing WGhave
z= 1 cos 0, from (9).
Substituting this value of z in the equztion of the wing plan form,
we get e= co sin 6?. Recalling now the formula ,=
L’= 2Wq,qc,
we have
2rciec0 sin O=8Blsinnb’
or
4Bl sin ni3~.= ------ ------ -------- ------ ------ (13]
XCOsin $
To find the down-wash speed w and therefore the induced angle of attack ~i we must
!$. This is most easiIy done by differentiating equation (10) %calcuIate the partial derivative —
“
with respect to z by means of the formula
dF dF d~—. —. —
dZ dQ dz
Reference to Equation (11) and Munk’s theorem for density of lift shows that in order to
obtain Lift we must take g for velocity-potential. Then -we have.from (10),remembering that
dF_bP ~y,
(i? ax by
b BVnsinn$
–%=+ W=+ Sk e
Hence the induced an@e of attack is
w BVn sinnO
“i=T=
----- _____ -_----------------- (l4)
sin @
and therefore
Cie 41—= — ----- -------- ------ ------ ------ -- (14a)
CYi Xcon
for alI points along the wirg.
Hence, for a given value of n the ratio of the effective to the induced angle of attack is
the same for all points along the wing span.
It is the simple oharacter of the distributions of Iift having this property which simp1if3es
the present problem for the speciaI case of the elliptic plan view.
Siice the geometric angle of attack is the sum of the eHective and induced a@s of attack,
we get
Substituting the value of a. from (13), we get
ag=@%Y%:J’-----------------------------(15)
Since
L’= 2Taefg
and
%ae=— ,-.
.=, .
Sk:tc.$-l:h,.. ~ti -,~.=.—~ .— e “%‘~---___— - ,~ . - -. .a&-- .=-
1+% - ,-_. y - .__.<?-+ ?;
.—
we have
— -.
L’= 8 Bql sin no
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Thus far we have been dealing with an elliptic wing of “harmonic” twist, each value of n
giving a different type of twist and large values of n giving more changes of direction of the
twist than small values. Since the angle of attack and density of lift can always be expressed
as a Fourier ;eries, we can get the most general distribution of lift by giving n all positive values
and superposing all the particular distributions. Hence for the geometric angle of attack we
may write
sin @ sin 20
-!-a~
sin 38
~ j- a3—
sin M
CYg= Cll- sino +“”+a~-sm e sm t?
=(%),+(%)2+”” ““+(ag)n+” -.
or
ag sin 0=~(e) = al sin 6+ az sin 28+ .
The series on the right is a Fourier series, and
determine the coef6cientx a, by the usual method.
From the relation
%lYe=
1+%
-we see that the effective ande of attack is
. . +a~sinn 8+_. ---_ ----- ._-.. -.-(l6)
if we assume ag to be known we can
—
sin e
al-r
sin20
az—
asinn9
Sln a sin I!?
ae=l+K
— +’””+
+ --I+2K ;=+ --.---- ..---- _.-------- ... (l7)
-where
K=~ =
The density of lift is therefore
L’=2mx, qc
or
( sin 6 ~ sin Z&al- —2sin0= 27rgc0sin 0 fi” + —1+2 K+-”” )
(
al sin O a2 sin 20L!= .2TqC0~+ a, sin 728
l+2K+-”+l+n K )
+ --------------------------- (1s)
3. THE EFFECT’ OF DOWNWASH ON LIFT AND ROLLING MOMENT FOR ELLIPTIC AND
RECTANGULAR WINGS
Downwash occurs with all wings of finite length. Its effect is to reduce the lift of the
wing in a certain ratio. The magnitude of this ratio depends upon the form of the wing, the
aspect ratio, and the _variation of the geometric angle .of attack along the wing span. To cal-
culate the reducing effect of downwash on the lift and rolling momen’t in any given case, we cal-
culate the true or actual lift and rolling moment from the effective angle of attack, thus taking
account of downwash. Then -we calculate a fictitious lift and rolling moment from the geo-
metric angle of attack done, neglecting the effect of the downwash. This fictitious or idea.] lift
is the lift that would be produced by a segment of an in&itely long cylindrica.1 wing having the
same geometric angle of attack, the length of the segment being equal to that of the actmd
wing. A similar statement applies to the fictitious rolling moment. The ratio of the true
to the fictitious lift is a number Iess than unity, and we shall call this number the doumwdz
jhctor for lift. Likewise, the ratio of the true to the fictitious rolling moment gives the down-
wash factor for rolIing moment. We now proceed to calculate these factors for elliptic and
rectangular wings.
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-—
ELLIPTIC WING
The density of lift for a twisted elliptic wing has aheady been found to be
Since z=l cos 0, dx=–lsin o d6, we have
dL = – % ~Col
(
a1sin2e, a=sin0sin2e
I+lz T l+2E- )
+..’d@
Hence
-X m
(sL =2T@ ~= s ) ..6sin’% de++~ sin8sirk28di3+. . ._
o I
or
&~.: ,,<<...,f.,;-
L=#al qc,l ‘- =
I+K
. . . . . . . ..- ---.—---.—-------—- (19)
.
r
N
alsin 0sin29, azsinz26
= 7iqeoP
I- I-K T I+2E )+.” de
o –. ‘-—-
Or
:,--A’ COPaz .—lJ=2”(1~+2m -.--__}_’_:.---_..x----.-- ---- _(20)
The geometric angle of attack for the twisted elIiptic wing has Iikewise been found to be
alsin Orazsin26 a. sin 720
ag= sin o T +..””+
+
sin @ sin @
Treating this as the effective angle of attack and substituting ii for ae in the formula
L’= 2T.a. qe,
we get, since c = cOsin 6,
L’g=d~=2r qeo sin 8
(
qsinO, azsin20 .+. .
%?iCiFT sin b’ )
or
dLg=–2~gcOl (a, sin2@+~sin Osim.26+ . . . . .) dO
Hence
J
Lg’O= 2q7co 1 ‘(al sin’ 8+ aa sin 6 sin 26+...)do
‘1
or
L&=+ gc, l a,---__ ---_ ------------__ ------_(2l)
The fictitious rolling moment is
M== J z dLg= TgcO1’ J“(al sin @sin 28+ a, sins 26+ . .) d$
o
or
~g=.+ q;~ a2
------------ ------ ------ ------- (22) 10
,
Nw tie fo]lofig ~E~ Wew d@@e by La fmd M= the fietitiom lifG&ndroUimgmoment dse to the geometricongk of attackdone.
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Dividing (19) by (21),
L--=+- :
or
1-
L= ‘- L~ g-----
FOR AERONAUTICS
-------- -------- -------- ---- (23)
From this last equation we get the theorem:
The true lift of a tw”sted elliptic wing can be found by neglecting the downuxwh,calculating
tile ideal or$ctitious J&l,and then multiplying it by thefactor &=.
This dovmwash factor is independent of the twist of the wing and depends ordy on the aspect
ratio, as we shall now show. The number K stands for ~= The aspect ratio for an elliptic
81
wing has already been found to be —. HenceTco
The down-wash factor for lift in the case of an elliptic wing is therefore
fl=+K=&--...-.-.-...-.--.-.-....-...-(2’l)
a
Dividing (2o) by (22), we get
~2~~E=&E=~_ . . . . . . . . . . . ..-... -- . . . . . ..-..(25)
a.
or ()M= ~ M.1+:
We thus gefi a method for calculating the. xolling moment similar to that for calculating
the lift.
RECTANGULAR WINGS
The downwash f actors. for rectangular wings can not-be f ound by the method which has just
been used on elliptic wings, as the distributions of lif t f or a constant ratio of the eff ective to the
induced angle of attack are not known for the rectangular wing. Nor do these factors dapend
on the aspect ratio of the rectangular wing only, but they will also depend on the Qstribution
of the lift along the span. To calmdate these factors for rectangular wings we asstie several
distributions of lift, calculate the entire Iift and rolling moment, the downwash, and the
corresponding geometric angle of attack; using this geometric angle of attack, we then calcu-
late the ideal or fictitious J.ift and rolling moment. The downwash factors are then found
by taking the ratio of the true lift and rolling moment to the computed fictitious lift and rolling
moment.
The following calculations were made in order to find out how closely the downwash factors for
rectangular wings agree with those already found for elliptic wings. The assumed distributions
of lift for which the calculations have been made are given in Fig. 2.
—
()
(h) L’=A ;+; \/1–$=(b+d)
‘“*
(2?] :
(q f---
1
I
u(@+
‘n’&, .
r---zl
where A is an arbitrary const ant.
FIG. 2
J
+1
J
+1
Since L= L’ dx, and since L’ dz is represented b-y the algebraic sum of the areas be-
–1
tmeen L’ =f (x) and the x-axis from x–l – 1 to x=1, the total lift. in cases (b), (d), and (h) is zero.
J
+1.
L&ewise, since W’= _Z xL’ dx, the total roUirg moment is zero in cases (a), (c), and ($).
h outline of the cakulation of the dowmvssh fachors for case (e) is given below. The -
calculations for the other cases are made in exactiy the same way and wilI therefore not be
given.
Calculation for case (e) :
“=A(l+N%
.
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Substituting
we have
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this value of ~ in the downwash formula
1
J
+1dLJ dx.-
‘=-V .Z dz d-z’
Putting x= lu, dx = ldu, we get
The chief or principal values of these improper integrals are found to be:
+1 du !
J( j?–1 x’——l“ –-= O’J+-&=’-”’ J~’(;-:;L2=-~”1–U2
Hence the value of w is
A
w=~ (Z+2X),
where we have now replaced x’ by x.
Let CO= chord of the rectangular wing.
Then
L’= %CIe~Co = ‘T~Co (~g – ~i) ‘-
But
Hence
from which we get
‘2744 ‘24.-*(’+’”)
( ~:1, (1+ 22)).= ‘Tqco C-ig–—
( NL’=./i l+; 1–$.
.
( )4
.-
A 1+;
( )
l–$=27qco ~g–*(l+2z) !
((‘)41+? l–;+~& (1+ ’z)ag=A
)
.
‘Irqco
The fictitious lift corresponding to this geometric angle of attack is
or
Lg=~ 1+; .
()
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The fictitious rolling moment is
or
Lfg=~+l+% .()
For the true lift we have
‘=J:zL’dx=s-:A(’+:)dGd’=F:
and the true rolling moment is
J
M= _; :L’dx = A
J-X’’$)4G’X=F”
Diyiding L by Lg, we get
L 1 1 ,sheea 21~=—= — =—,
l+? 1+;
co
.
or ()L= ~ Lg1+;
The downwash factor for Lift in this case is therefore
Dividing .3.fby lf~, we get -
Ml 1
The downwash factor for rolling moment is therefore
The results of the calculations for the other assumed distributions of lift are given in
Table I. In Table II are given the numerical values of the down-wash factors for various
aspect ratios, while Table III gives a comparison of recttingular and elliptic w&, the efi5ciency
of elliptic wings being taken as 100.
The geometric angles of attack for both rectangular and elliptic -wings for each of the ?iffi
distributions considered are given on the following page, and the graphs of these angles of
attack are shown in Figure 3.
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-?.-.8-.s-4 -.2 0 .2 + .6 .8 /,
GJ=-
f=J-a
m-=-p
a w ‘!2=I
M/l
I I0’ I (77 L_+_.-l
FIG. 3.—Graphs of geometric angles of att ack for the vari-
ous distrl%utions of lift considered in section 4
GEOMETRIC ANGLES OF ATTACK
RECTANGULAR WING
—.
ELLIPTIC WING
. .
‘,=4Z(’+H)
These columns give the distribution of geometric angle of attack to s~o-ivthe lift distribution speci~~d ‘“
It will be observed that the geometric angles of attack for a given distribution of lift are identical for the two
4–
- .
wing forms, except that the radical term 1–$ in the case of rectangular wings is replaced by 1 in the case
of elliptic -wings; and since this radical is unity only at the middle of the -wing span, it is plain that the geo-
metric angle of attack necessary for a given lift must be greater in the case of elliptic wings than in the case
of rectangular -wings.
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TABLE I
__~ —
I I
I Downwssh factors
for roling moment
—
--
—
Lift dktr~oution
ZIliptic ,
W@
I
Recten-
gl&;
I
.—
1 +:
1
.—
1 +: --
._
.
.-
.“
..
~=—
.-1
I Roaiig moment L9zero for thisdktifbuion of fift.
~Lift is zero for this distribution of lift.
In the above table a= aspect ratio =S = ~ for rectangular wings, ~ for elliptic wings.
sp an2 It ~
I t ~
~6 “i/8
1. I
- ; Q“1 la-!—L———— L’ I .—
I f , ~
-1
0.ml O.iis : 0.L?61 i 0.Sla
I
o.S33
~
.Z4
.745 ! .770 .7W .s07
.W .634 ! .lMT
i-w” . iL4
I I
8“ 9%” ~ 10% ~ L2 ‘ 13%”
1
.
—
;
.rw .636 ~ .667 ! .692 .714
.714
-653
.641
.
,
Jb=o. 42< 0: ~ O.i30
1
.S47 Rectangulru cyLkdrkl wing.1~
fllfl= .970 .IJ@ -~
a rlenot~ the aspect ratio, Nls.
a’ denotes the aspect ratio of an dfiptic wing having the same Wui fl& u the wing in question.
f refers to a and f’ to a’, which means that either a or a’ MS bJ be inssrted in the formtia for-forf’.
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TABLE III
CORRECTION 02? TEE DOWFUVASH FACTORS FOR LIFT, REFERRING TO TEE ASPECT RATIO a OF Ah’ ELLIPTIC.WING
OF EQUAL SPAN ANIi AREA
:.. ‘“l ‘“ __ “---” > ~
——
Lift a= 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Case
— — — . — — — —
fllfi ------------------ 1:g 1. m L m
f5/li...--..-... –..———
L KrJ 1.cm LOXl 1. lm
h
@
.947 .952 .958 .963 ,964 . cm
f,/fi ------------------ .750 .779 .802 .818 .834 8*6 .857 c
TABLE IV
CORRECTION OF THE DOWNWASH F.4CTORS FOR ROLLING MOMENT, REFERRING TO TEE ASPECT RATIO a’ OF AN
ELLIPTIC WING OF EQUAL SPAN AND MOMENT OF INERTIA
CONCLUSION
The shape of actual airplane wings is somewhere between an ellipse and a rec tangle
Hence the error committed by applying to them the formulas valid for the ellipse will be about
half as large on the average as computed in this paper.
The aspect ratio of monoplanes is in the neighborhood of 6. The distribution of lift is
then approximately like (a), and then the downwash factor for the lift would be extic t. The
results of Dr. Betz for rectangular wings without warp indicate an error of about 2 per cent-.
A distribution much more different from that of an elliptical wing than the actual distribution
is the distribution (~). lb-en this distribution for ordinary wings has a downwash factor only
z ~ per cent different from the universal factor derived from the elliptical shape.
The downwash factor for the rolling moment js of interest for the computation of tho
aileron moments and for the imestigation of the air forces in certain mtineuv-ers, chiefly during
a roll, w-hkh can be approximately obtained by substituting an equivalent warp of the wings.
The latter is best represented by the distribution (b). Then there is no error in substituting
the downwash factor of the elliptical wing of equal span and moment of inertia of the wing
surface -with respect to the axis.
The displacement of the ailerons gives a distribution of lift which might be ~~ell represented
by (d). The error for actual wings would then appear to be approximately 7 per cent. By so
much the actual rolling moment is smaller than the rolling moment computed by using the down-
wash factor of the ellipse of equal ‘cinertia ratio’} 1/~4,
